Regular and chaotic transport of impurities in steady flows.
This paper considers the properties of the transport of impurity particles in steady fluid flows and describes the principal modes of particle motion. An impurity consisting of particles with a lower density than that of the medium is localized at stationary points of the flow, whereas a heavy impurity can perform a spatially unbounded motion. The conditions for the transition from the bounded motion of a heavy impurity to the long-range transport mode, which occurs as a result of a loss of the stability of the heteroclinic trajectory, are obtained for a model two-dimensional flow having an eddy-cell structure. A mode is found in which a particle, after being transported over a long distance, is trapped forever within the confines of one cell. The transition from regular to chaotic particle transport is analyzed. The question of the effect of a small noise (for example, molecular diffusion) on the character of the motion of a heavy impurity is investigated. It is shown that this effect is important at high viscosity and leads to a transition from bounded motion of the impurity particle to diffusion-type chaotic motion. (c) 1994 American Institute of Physics.